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Persona One: Business Transformation Executive (CFO, COO, VP of Digital Business Transformation)

THEIR GOALS / MOTIVATIONS
• Business Systems Regulatory Compliance
• Reduce & Eliminate silo organizations created by point 

solution systems
• Rethink outdated traditional organizational structures 

filled with analog information. 
• Align with new automated end-to-end business 

processes and systems that are based on digital 
processes and communications. 

• A harmonized/standard business process
• Environment enabled for a faster adoption  

of technology

 
WHAT DO THEY THINK NOW

• How do I generate value with technology
• Who really understands my business to  

realize transformation 

THINK
• We need them to know who we are 

and what problems we solve
• Dassian is the business partner 

to realize a true digital business 
transformation 

• We are NOT an extension of SAP 
• We are the Gov contracting experts 

to remain in compliance 

FEEL
• Dassian is committed to  

their success
• We do what we say and say 

what we do 

DO
• Partner/Engage with Dassian 

during the planning and execution 
stages and understand our 
point of view on how to execute 
a successful digital business 
transformation initiative

WE WANT THEM TO: THINK • FEEL • DO

THEIR ENEMY
• People resistant to change/unknown
• Brittle, non-integrated siloed systems
• Departments calcified around siloed systems
• IT Costs that are growing rapidly to support and 

maintain such systems
• Workforce issues – employees with custom system 

knowledge are retiring and the next generation want to 
learn & leverage skills with standard solutions

• Finding reliable,  experienced, and trustworthy partners 
that can help them realize their needs
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Persona One Messaging: Business Transformation Executive

THEME MESSAGE SUPPORTING POINTS

Digital Business Transformation

Organizational Change 
Management

Significantly impacting business efficiency and 
operating expenses requires not only streamlining 
business processes but connecting them across your 
whole enterprise. Backed by over 20 years of expertise, 
our end-to-end suite of solutions gives you full control 
of your data in real-time—from start to finish. Step into 
a digital transformation as you integrate and selectively 
eliminate point solutions for more streamlined 
information channels.

To scale and reduce business costs, Government 
Contractors are looking for a way to move to a 
cloud-based infrastructure. But managing complex 
IT environments that have evolved over decades is 
no small task. Organizational Change Management 
is required to evaluate the end-to-end business 
processes. And that’s where the Dassian team 
comes in. We take your outdated legacy system and 
transform it into a fully-integrated solution that spans 
your entire enterprise.

• Digital enabled business transformation
• Enables true end-to-end business processes 
• Business Efficiency
• (Flexible) Standardization
• Simplification
• Reduced IT Lifecycle Costs
• Continuous innovation cycle

• Experience with highly regulated unique  
business operations

• Prioritize people issues to support business 
process efficiencies enabled by technology

• Heightened empathy for people disruption caused 
by digital transformation

• Plan everything for the future: Process, Technology 
and People
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Persona Two: Compliance Leader

THEIR NEEDS
• Fully digitized controlled systems with little  

manual processes
• Fully compliant business systems with complex 

government mandated regulations 
• Efficient and reliable business processes enabled by the 

technology that supports business systems
• Favorable outcomes for recurring internal and external 

systems audits

 
WHAT DO THEY THINK NOW

• Our compliance position as a company is at risk due  
to non-integrated systems and non-harmonized  
manual processes 

• The information that we are getting is not complete
• The cost and brand damage of our company to be non-

compliance is growing

THINK
• Digital Business Transformation 

will lead to better compliance
• Dassian deeply understands and 

appreciates complex business 
system regulatory requirements 

• Dassian knows their stuff as it 
relates to compliance

• Dassian is the safe play 

FEEL
• Dassian can be trusted  
• Dassian can’t afford not to 

deliver- reputation is everything 

DO
• Recommend and endorse Dassian 

during the buying cycle 

WE WANT THEM TO: THINK • FEEL • DO

THEIR ENEMY
• Status Quo
• Non-progressive IT 
• Transformational digitized audit function brings more 

audit findings than ever before 
• Do not have the same level of respect from the business 

when dealing with internal vs. External audit issues.  
Hated for internal issues that arise

• Funding- Compliance not at the top of the capital or op X 
list of priorities 

• Limited in their position to grow within the organization
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Persona Two Messaging: Compliance Leader

THEME MESSAGE SUPPORTING POINTS

Proven, comprehensive 
solutions for government 
contractor business systems 
compliance 

Managing the business system regulatory 
requirements of a government contractor is 
complex. Accomplishing this requires the ERP 
platform to be highly customized, resulting in a labor-
intensive and costly solution. 
 
The Dassian Government Contracting solution 
eliminates the need for customization by offering 
a standard solution for Contract Management, Project 
Management, Managerial Accounting, and 
Material Accounting—at a fraction of the cost.

• Digital enabled business transformation
• Enables true end-to-end business processes 
• Business Efficiency
• (Flexible) Standardization
• Simplification
• High referenceable client success rate  

with business systems audits
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Persona Three: Large Scale Systems Integrator 

THEIR NEEDS
• They are looking to control the conversation, budget, 

strategy, and execution for their customer
• Demanding of a high dollar engagement and high 

volume of people resources for each project
• A seat at the table in the decision-making criteria
• Box out any competitor that is a threat to what they 

perceive is their budget allocation 
• Generating service revenue requires software partners 

that their clients perceive to be strategic in nature 

 
WHAT DO THEY THINK NOW

• They need to reinvent service offerings aligned with 
cloud standard solutions vs. custom solutions 

• Their control in their accounts is being reduced due to 
emerging cloud industry solutions 

• Strategic relationships with software solution providers   

THINK
• Having Dassian as a partner will 

bring them more services revenue
• Bringing the right strategic partner 

will help differentiate them in the 
eyes of the customer 

FEEL
• Dassian is a good  

business partner
• Dassian is focused on software 

and not services

DO
• Introduce and actively engage us 

early in the opportunity cycle and 
throughout the value delivery 

WE WANT THEM TO: THINK • FEEL • DO

THEIR ENEMY
• Any services offerings that are overlap from partners 

(i.e., SAP or Dassian)
• Low-cost consulting providers
• Highly-experienced consultants that cost less 
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Persona Three Messaging: Large Scale Systems Integrator 

THEME MESSAGE SUPPORTING POINTS

Strategic Business Partners What do you get when you pair 20 years of expertise, 
an end-to-end suite of standard industry solutions, 
and the depth and scalability of a large-scale SI? 
A partnership that leads to a more efficient and 
profitable way of doing business.

• Unique and standard solutions to  
complex requirements

• Not scaling to become a large services provider
• Highly respected by Fortune 100 and other 

industry leaders 



Benefits & Proof Points
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Benefits Ladder

Strategic implementation 
& guidance

Industry and business 
transformation experts

One source of truth

End-to-end solutions that 
connect across your entire 
enterprise

Cost & time savings

Flexible standardization

• 20+ years of  
industry experience

• Industry partners include 
contracting specialists, 
change management 
consultants, trainers  
and more

• We help you move from 
your outdated systems to 
a cross-functional business 
process with ease

• Ongoing support, 
continued growth

• Constant flow of data 
throughout cross-functional 
systems and departments

• Higher business system 
compliance audit success rate

• Standard solution set for 
contract management, 
managerial accounting,  
program management and 
material accounting

• No coding required
• Can be created to fit unique 

company needs
• There is no other solution 

that offers a comprehensive, 
integrated end-to-end capability 
that is standard and  
not customized

• Reduces IT and organizational 
operating expenses

PERSONA BENEFIT

UNIQUE STRENGTHS

PROOF POINTS



Brand Positioning
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Brand Positioning Statement

government contractors and project-centric businesses

Dassian

fully integrated, standard end-to-end solutions provider

a simple and flexible way to streamline projects across your enterprise, reduce 
operating expenses, and keep compliance in check

systems that are based on disparate solutions rooted in custom code and 
manual processes 

Dassian helps you solve your most challenging business problems with a 
single digital thread, secured by over 20 years of industry experience.

For

Brand

Is A

That Provides

Unlike

Benefits
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Brand Positioning Statement

For government contractors and project-centric businesses looking to break free from 

their federated and highly-customized business processes, Dassian offers fully integrated, 

end-to-end standard solutions that streamline projects across your enterprise, reduce 

operating expenses, and keep compliance in check. We know that no two organizations 

are the same, so we offer flexible solutions based on your unique needs, without the 

need for custom coding. Unlike systems that are based on disparate solutions and manual 

processes, we solve your most challenging business problems with a single digital thread— 

tightly secured by over 20 years of expertise. 



Value Proposition
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Elevator Pitch (AKA Value Statement – SHORT and LONG version)

Short

Dassian helps companies make better business decisions by creating cross-functional 

business processes. By opening doors to actionable and real-time data, our end-to-end 

suite of solutions help ensure that every project runs efficiently and cost-effectively from 

start to finish—yes, even those with complex compliance regulations.

Long

Dassian helps companies make better business decisions by creating cross-functional 

business processes and a connected stream of real-time data. Whether it ’s contract 

management, managerial accounting, program management or material accounting, our 

end-to-end suite of solutions help teams navigate every project from start to finish—while 

meeting complex regulations and reducing expenses every step of the way. Goodbye siloed 

and outdated systems, hello more efficient and profitable ways of doing business.
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Value Proposition Methodology 

1. Identify all the benefits your services offer. Simplification. Flexible Standardization. Automation. 

Reduced Business and IT Operating Expenses. Streamlines and consistent flow of information in a digital 

thread. 

2. Describe what makes these benefits valuable. Reduce IT and organizational operating expenses, higher 

business system compliance audit success rate. 

3. Identify your customer’s main problem. Organizational structures and business processes that have 

been created and calcified around federated and highly customized IT environments.  

4. Connect this value to your buyer’s problem. We bring a standard but flexible industry solution to drive 

digital business transformation and change management.   

5. Differentiate yourself as the preferred provider of this value. There is no other solution that offers a 

comprehensive, integrated end-to-end capability that is standard and not customized. 



Brand Work
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Persona-focused Landing Pages

1. Business Transformation Executive

2. Compliance Leader

3. Large Scale Systems Integrator

1. 2. 3.
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Business Solution Figures and Diagrams

Dassian Solution Fig 1.1 - Legacy System Dassian Solution Fig 1.2 - Enterprise Solution
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Business Solution Figures and Diagrams

Dassian Fig 2 - Nimble IT Dassian Fig 3 - Seamless Data Thread Dassian Fig 4 - “One” Chart
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Social: LinkedIn Posts


